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…The first is what we called the “Lost in 
Translation” problem, which refers to the fact 
that almost no managers turn to academic 
journals… The second problem, which we 
refer to as “Lost Before Translation,” is the 
tendency for academic researchers to design 
studies without input from managers or 
employees — the populations that their 
studies’ results are meant to help.



Need to have the relevance of BS research
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Knowledge as a source of competitive advantage

Need to develop 
knowledge of stocks of 

organizations, managers, 
professionals, and 

employees

Need to have the interface 
between business and 

universities 

Will facilitate the flow of knowledge and people 
to their most productive use



Need to have the relevance of BS research
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“This is my soapbox message to academics:
Be more relevant.” 

Toffel, M. W., Harvard Business School Enhancing the Practical Relevance of Research, in 
Production and Operations Management 

Toffel urges scholars to conduct research 
that matters to managers and policymakers. 



BS research viewed as irrelevant
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Managers
Research should 
contribute to managerial 
role
 Prescriptive statements 

about best practices and 
actionable advice

Business researchers 
Accused of 
 Irrelevance of business 

research
 Too narrow discipline base
 No effort to disseminate 

findings to communities

Nothing as practical as a good theory 



BS research viewed as irrelevant
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insight that practitioners find 
useful for understanding their 
own organizations and 
situations better than before

 The elements of a theory are consistent
 Propositions or hypotheses are 

logically derived
 Data collection is unbiased and 

measures are reliable 

Relevance Rigor
?



BS research viewed as irrelevant
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Academic research 
 Overly complex
 Hard to digest
 Not backed by real quantitative insights from 

customer populations

Detached from real organizational life, with low 
explanatory power and unclear generalizability



BS research viewed as irrelevant
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Business schools as being “on the wrong track” due 
to their focus on scientific research

Bennis and O’Toole (2005, HBR)

Most business practitioners do not read scholarly 
journals

Limited influence on management practice



Why is BS research viewed as irrelevant?
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Academics cannot easily observe what is happening 
inside business organizations

Business organizations prefer to approach 
management consultants

“Out-of-touch” with the language, problems, and 
concerns of business practitioners (Rudolph and 

Peluchette 1992) 
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Academics are rewarded based on two metrics

The structure of tenure and promotion systems within 
business schools is a key reason for the gap between 

business research and business practice

 Number of papers published in prestigious journals
 Their citation count
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II. Making Research in Business have more 
Corporate Impact
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Creation of solid links to industry practice 

 Get policymakers and CEOs to visit campuses, which 
can help academics communicate their research

Global CEO Lecture Series, ‘Borderless Business’
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KUBS Futurum Lecture Series, Dennis Hong(UCLA) ‘Every robot tumbles down’



BS Policies to make BS research relevant
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BS Policies to make BS research relevant
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Creation of a new system of incentives
and promotion

 Provide funding and tie promotions and career tracks 
to impact and relevance

 Organize and reward projects where researchers and 
users are co-producers

Creation of new measures of academic impact

Widen the definition of excellence in research and 
new forms of measure
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Hiring industry-experienced professors

Practical exposure can translate theoretical models into 
real life scenarios
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Incubation centers

 University startups will provide academics not only to test ideas, 
but also to find relevant research topics

Korea University π-Ville
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KUBS
Community

Scientists

• Breakthrough Technology
• Innovative Spirit

Investor

• Strong Planning ability
• Strong Executive ability

Entrepreneurs

• Experienced in practical operation
• Broaden Horizon

| Industrial Collaboration Chain Community
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Industry involvement to have relevant research
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Think Tank

 Practitioner involvement  in the advisory board provides academics with 
current timely issues and topics relevant to business



Industry involvement to have relevant research
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Problem-based learning in executive programs
 Academics engage with actual practice, providing solutions to real 

problems faced by businesses, which eventually benefit companies

Short-term executive program of Halla Group at KUBS 



Industry involvement to have relevant research
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Executive MBA ELITE Project led by consultants
 Academics and consultants work together for six months to identify 

real problems, suggest strategies, and make recommendations to 
change practices



Academic community to have corporate impact
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Create organizations that bring together academics 
and executives

Create new journals that address the major concerns 
of practitioners



Academic community to have corporate impact
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Explicit about the editorial policy with the emphasis 
on relevance

Invite authors to write companion articles for 
practitioner readers

Host a research forum where academics focus on 
solving business problems 



Academics’ awareness and efforts
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Academic scholars should view organizations and 
markets as important stakeholders 

Take up relevant problem centric research

Faculty members serve as outside board of directors 
in major corporations



Academics’ awareness and efforts
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Academics need to make their research accessible

Industry trade magazines, business journals, or op-eds 
for newspapers

Blog, Facebook, LinkedIn, or Twitter



BS Policies to make BS research relevant
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Corporate Impact Examples

 Managerial Compensation 
Incentive contracts are necessary because managerial 

labor markets control for moral hazard
 Most managerial compensation plans require

 Salary + Annual short-term incentives + Stock options
 A performance measure be reached before payable
 A mix of short-term and long-term measures

 Lower the noise in net income and the greater the 
sensitivity to manager effort, the greater the 
proportion of net income to share price

 Compensation risk affects how a manager 
operates a firm 
Relative Performance Evaluation (Holmström 1982) 
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Corporate Impact Examples

 Strategic cost management is a blend of 
 Value chain analysis 
 Strategic positioning analysis
 Cost driver analysis 
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Corporate Impact Examples

 Competing strategies and Balanced Scorecard
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Build Hold Harvest

M/S LOW HIGH  

G/O HIGH                                                         LOW  

Strat. Differentiation   Cost Leadership

Perf.
Ind.

Qualitative Quantitative

Process Outcome

Long-term               Short-term

Growth                                              Stability

Competitiveness                                  Profit
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 Audit committee
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Low

Specialty

Independence
Social Cost

Low High

High

External 
AuditorInternal 

Auditor

LowHigh
Internal
information

BOD

Audit 
Committee

Management



Corporate Impact Examples

 Mandatory auditor rotation
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Concluding remarks
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Corporate impact of research in business 
is not an option

 Imperative to understand industry needs
 Produce results in a form that can be used by industry

It starts with actually spending time with business 
practitioners

 Invite them to meet on campus, attending industry 
conferences

 Visit their companies and interview them
 Develop a practitioner advisory team
 Maybe spend some time working as a practitioner



Business
School Industry

Academic
Community Faculty

RES
REL

Have CEOs to visit 
campus

Incentives and promotion

New measures of impact

Think tank

Problem-based learning 
led by academic and 
practitioners

Organizations that link 
academics to industry

Editorial policy and 
Research forum

Relevance is centric

Get involved

Make results accessible

Concluding remarks



Thank you
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